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Northwest of the capital
In the forest of Waseda
The towering rooftops 
Of our Alma Mater.
We know well
The long-cherished ambitions: 
Enterprising spirit 
Independence of learning.
Not forgetting this world
The everlasting ideal
Shining, we 
Look at our path












The tide of culture 
Of all ages, East and West
Swirl into one. 




We know no end.
Now and forever 
A perfect reflection
Throughout the country
Covered in radiance.  











Look at that, 
The far-away, unchanging Forest 
The place dear to our hearts, 
Our Alma Mater. 
After gathering and separating
A person changes, however
Similarly to looking up 
The ideal light.
Then in unison
Thundering up to the skies
We praise the name of our Alma Mater
Waseda, Waseda, Waseda, Waseda
Waseda, Waseda, Waseda.
  Translated by Matt Messmer
 
